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Correspondence Between myself and Bradford Coroner’s Office 

 

[Letter  1] 

 

Mr Martin Fleming, 

Coroner’s Court and Administration Office, 

City Courts, 

The Tyrls, 

Bradford,  

BD1 1LA 

 

Date 14 April 2015 

 

Regarding: Mr Nazam Hussain (11Dec53-18Sep14) 

 

Dear Bradford Coroner:  Mr Martin Fleming,   

 

I write in regards to my brother Mr Nazam Hussain's death, currently under review.  I was my brother's Office of the 

Public Guardian (OPG ) appointed Deputy and Receiver.  I was his Department of Work and Pension (DWP) 

appointed appointee.  I was his carer and nearest relative and next of kin.  I was the greatest stakeholder in his 

welfare and I am the most interested party in my brother's affairs.  In life and in death.   

 

However, leading up to my brother’s death, many of these lawful rights and entitlements had been unlawfully 

stripped away from me.  I therefore hold the belief that my brother's life was deliberately terminated under 

suspicious circumstances.  I have made my presumption quite clear, that the legal fiction, corporate personhood of 

the local authority, the City of Bradford Metropolitan District Council (CBMDC), under a joint partnership, are fully 

responsible for Nazam's death and I have directly accused them of his murder. I wish now to be afforded all 

opportunity to ensure justice is done.  I therefore, make a request to meet with yourself to raise my concerns, issues 

and grievances.   

 

I now wish to make a witness statement for the purposes of your inquest and I also wish to be afforded an 

opportunity to ask questions to other witnesses during the inquest hearing. 

 

I trust you will help facilitate my request. 

 

Kind regard Mr S.Hussain (Nazam's brother) 

 

[Letter 2] 

 

Her Majesty's Coroner, 

For the County of West Yorkshire district, 

City Courts, 

The Tyrls, 

Bradford  

BD1 1LA 

 

Date: 29
th

 April 2015 

 

Your Ref: AP/1729-14 

 

Re: Nazam Hussain, deceased 

 

Dear Her Majesty's Coroner, Administrative Officer (Miss Angela Plovie)  

 

I write following your letter dated 16 April 2015, which acknowledged my letter of the 14
th

 of April 2015 and advised 

me that it would be dealt with accordingly.  The response of which has now been dealt with and I have received this 

from the Senior Coroner's Officer.   My enquiry today is to do specifically with the postal administration at your 
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office.  I write following having made preliminarily telephone enquires today at your office regarding the handling of 

postal mail.   

 

The reason I am making this enquiry is because I have clearly made the allegation that my brother, Mr Nazam 

Hussain, was murdered by the Local Authority, Bradford City Council under a joint enterprise in conjunction with 

their partner organisations, and several attempts were being made to frame me. I believe you have my allegation, 

which was put directly to the Council, on your files, as I believe it was forwarded to you by the Council. Now, given 

this background, I hope you can understand why my apprehensions where raised after I received your letter, and it 

stated as a return address to Bradford City Council.  A copy of which I now attach for your reference. 

 

Now, after my telephone call to your office earlier today, you have provided a reasonable general explanation, but I 

would like something specifically in writing regarding your mail handling process. In particular reference to the letter 

you sent me on the 16
th

 of April 2015.  How was it posted? who paid for it? what class of post was it sent by? and 

specifically why was the return address as Bradford City Council, City Hall and not the City Courts / Coroner's Office, 

The Tyrls, Bradford? 

 

Please understand the reason for my enquiry is because as a member of the Public, I have a right to know how Public 

funds are utilised. Please can you formally explain to me, to my satisfaction, your postal mail handling policies, 

procedures and protocols and any recent changes in them, the specific dates these changed occurred and the reason 

for their change? 

 

I need to be satisfied that Bradford City Council does not have an undue influence over the Courts and in particular 

the handling of my brother Nazam's case at the Coroner's Court, specifically because of the allegation I have raised. 

 

I look forward to your reply and I trust you will handle my enquire in the swift and professional manner you handled 

my initial correspondence letter.  I was pleasantly surprised in your swift reply, given it usually takes me several 

months to get a nonsensical response from the Council, as they consistently procrastinate and obfuscate in their 

reply to partially address the issues I raise. 

 

Regards Mr S.Hussain 

 

From: Shazad <shazad_hussain@hotmail.com> 

Date: 8 May 2015 12:40:57 BST 

To: "hmc@bradford.gov.uk" <hmc@bradford.gov.uk> 

Subject: Nazam Hussain's brother re postal policy enquiry 

 

For the attention of Angela Plovie, 

 

I write in response to your letter dated 5 May 2015, received on 8 May 2015 detailing your postal administrative 

process.  I write to seek further clarity on the information provided. 

 

You state "All our mail is sent on a daily basis, via courier, to Bradford Council's central mailing department where it 

is franked and sent out routinely by second class mail, unless we note on the envelope that it is urgent and should be 

sent first-class.  This is Bradford Council's policy and we cannot deviate from this"  

 

My questions are as follows. 

 

Q1. What exact date did this policy come into force i.e when did Bradford Council start handling and processing HM 

Coroner's Office outgoing mail? 

 

Q2. What was the policy prior to this policy being put in place. 

 

Q3. Who ultimately pays for the post, does it come out of the Council budget or HM Courts? 

 

Q4. Please explain under what legal framework is Bradford Council able to set HM Coroner's Office mail handling 

policies.  I would like to determine what legal framework allows Bradford Council to dictate office administration 

policy on what is meant to be - unless I am mistaken - an independent and objective entity.  
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Q5. What other policies does Bradford Council set on the Coroner's officer or the Magistrate Courts from which you 

can not deviate from, and how long have they been in force. 

 

Q6. Where can I go to independently verify all the Policies set out by Bradford Council on HM Coroner's Office.  Has 

this change in police been Publicly Notified and if so, can you direct me to its publication. 

 

Q7. Accepting that all HM Coroner's office mail is now franked and sent out by Bradford Council - assuming this is 

some sort of efficiency drive - then why do they label the Return address as Bradford City Council, City Hall and not 

HM Coroner's Office, City Courts?  Do they also deal with all returned mail? 

 

Q8. Can you please explain the legal relationship between Bradford Council and Her Majesty's Coroner? 

 

Your prompt response is much appreciated. 

 

Regards Mr S.Hussain 

 

 

[Letter 4] 

 

Mr Martin Fleming, 

Bradford Coroner’s Court, 

City Courts, 

The Tyrls, 

Bradford,  

BD1 1LA 

 

Date 17
th

 May 2015 

 

Your Ref: MDF/AP/B1729-14 

 

Regarding: Mr Nazam Hussain (11Dec53-18Sep14) 

 

Dear Her Majesty’s Coroner:  Mr Martin Fleming,   

 

I write to acknowledge your letter dated the 12
th

 of May 2015, making references to my previous correspondence of 

29
th

 of April 2015 and 8
th

 of May 2015. These latter two correspondence where in fact not addressed for your 

attention but to the administration Officers regarding concerns raised in reference to the administrative 

process.  This now remains a separate matter and the information I have requested has yet not been formally 

addressed and responded to.  Please reclassify my letter of the 8
th

 of May 2015, as a Freedom of Information 

Request (FOI); given I have now asked specific questions in writing regarding the matters raised, which will now need 

to be answered accordingly in a specific and timely manner. 

 

Thank you for offering me your assurance that your impartiality and independence is not compromised.  However, 

please forgive me but at present I remain highly dubious, simply because of numerous circumspect occurrences 

around my brother’s  death, and specific actions taken against me personally by various allegedly independent 

organisations.  Disregarding for a moment all the bizarre and unusual occurrences leading up to my brother Nazam's 

untimely death and then subsequently at and following his funeral; I have concerns regarding the handling of my 

brothers case at the Coroner’s office itself, which hopefully you are in a better position to fully address. 

 

Now it is my understanding that you have taken on your current post as the Chief Coroner in the Bradford district 

since December 2014, following the dismissal of the former Coroner.  My brother Nazam Hussain (NH)'s death 

occurred in September 2014, which I would argue is intrinsically linked with myself -given I am the most interested 

party in his affairs - and the Local Authority which had a legal duty of care to my brother under the Mental Health 

Act 1983.   
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Now for your information, I have a second disable brother who equally falls into the same category outlined.  In 

relation to this second brother, I have an ongoing dispute with the Local Authority (LA) regarding service provision 

and funding issues. I believe as a direct result and consequence of this dispute with the LA, this has resulted in NH's 

death.  My full accusations put to the LA -which they are currently refusing to acknowledge and deny me the right of 

reply- is  that they initially attempted to murder NH in July 2014 and looked to frame me for his death. When this 

ultimately failed, several more attempts were made to terminate his life between July and September before he 

finally died.  As you can appreciate, these are some very serious allegations. However, no less serious than the fate 

that would have ultimately been meted out to me, should their joint enterprise have been proven successful. Now I 

understand my allegation to the LA are outside your remit.  I only provide this information to establish context. I 

believe this to be of importance, to establish the context of the circumstances and background which ultimately lead 

to my brother's death.  In the absence of this context and background, how can you form a full and accurate picture 

of the cause of death? 

 

I now have a fuller understanding of the role of the importance of the Coroner following my research on the 

topic.  The issues I wish to raise to you are not because of my lack of understand on the processes involved, as these 

I can independently verify and research on. My issues are to do with the highly unusual circumstances specifically 

surrounding my brother's death, which have not been appropriately handled by several allegedly independent 

organisations.  I strongly believe my vulnerable brother would not be dead right now, if these various independent 

organisations had acted under their statutory duty of care and not been complicit and corrupted by the LA; 

particularly West Yorkshire Police and the Public Guardianship Office.  When my brother's life was in danger, I raised 

my concerns to them directly and they marginalised and disregarded my safeguarding alerts, in their attempts to 

reconstitute and renormalise the occurrences and actions instigated against me and my brother NH. 

 

This has now all become academic. 

 

Given I have clearly highlighted that my brother died under highly suspicious circumstances, I would like to request 

for his inquests to be done under trial-by-jury. Furthermore, as an interested party, I now make a request for full, 

complete and comprehensive disclosure of all material relating to my brother NH's case, under The Coroners and 

Justice Act 2009. I trust you will help facilitate this request by delivering all such material in an electronic form to my 

email address of N4z4mHuss4in@gmail.com without further attempting to stonewall me in my endeavours, as 

others have done so in the past.  So that I, like you, may finally get to the bottom of the cause of my brother's death. 

 

The issues I wish to raises specifically with yourself, is the concerns I have with your Office’s handling of this 

case.  Yes, me and our mother would like the inquest concluded ASAP, so that we can get closure.  As you are aware, 

the inquest should normally have been held within 6 months and we are now on month 8. However, my overriding 

priority at the moment is, we would like to get justice to be done for our dearly departed, given he died under such 

extraordinarily unusual circumstances. I wish to be clear at this stage that we would ultimately like the outcome of 

the inquest to reach the only possible verdict of "unlawful killing".  The LA would desire the inquest return a verdict 

of "natural causes" due to pneumonia; which is the narrative they had promoted at the time of their plotting, 

planning and scheming. I have never held any expectation for the inquest to determine issues of criminal or civil 

liability.  I am only interested in what verdict you conclude, following your thorough and unbiased investigation 

undertaking. 

 

The reality of the current situation is that my brother has now died; as a consequence of this, there now comes to be 

two main interested parties in the inquest outcome verdict. Me and my mother- the members of Nazam's family - 

and the other party being the LA.  The biological children of Nazam have no vested interest in your inquest's 

outcome verdict, as they had little interest in his welfare whilst he was live.  His daughter Shagufta has 

misappropriated the rights of Next of Kin/ Nearest Relative, prior to my brother's death in her attempts to leverage 

the then present situation to her personal advantage and gain, with the full aid and cooperation of the LA.  Nazam's 

children have not been stakeholders in Nazam's welfare since the death of their mother in 1992, when they 

subsequently became estranged from their biological father.  The state under which we are governed, the law under 

which you operate and the Public in general, on the other hand have always had a vested interest in Nazam’s 

welfare, given his mental health and general vulnerability. 

 

Given the two interested parties outlined, one party is in a uniquely powerful position and has been in a position to 

unduly affect and guide the inquest outcome, even before the trial has started.  That party is the LA.  Allow me to 

illustrate my point. 
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In your letter you inform me that Chris Dalby, will liaise and keep me informed.  Well this has actually never 

happened in the past.  Mr Chris Dalby has never contacted me. I am the one that contacts Chris to get a progress on 

the case.  I initially contacted Chris in October 2014, after going to some lengths to get his details from the funeral 

director, given the LA had, at the time, gone to some extraordinary lengths to prevent me gaining any information 

regarding my own brother's death.  At the time, I was told that the inquest would be started shortly.  In October 

2014, I was also interviewed by the LA regarding their legal prosecution case of fraud against me.  Following the 

interview -and yet another failed LA attempt to entrap me- they deferred the matter to January 2015.  When I 

subsequently contacted Chris he also deferred the inquest date to January 2015, in tandem with the LA's decision to 

prosecute me. Subsequently the LA's partner, West Yorkshire Police, would also look to prosecute me for speeding 

violations of July 2014 in January 2015.  Over the intervening months the story has been much the same. As the goal 

post of the LA's prosecution kept on getting deferred, so did Chris's expectation of the inquest date, in direct 

correlation with the Police and LA's prosecution case.  This uncertainty all inevitably ended towards the end of 

March 2015, when the Police finally secured a diving conviction against me and the LA began issuing their fraud 

proceedings. To date the situation is no different.  I believe the delays in my brother's inquest are directly 

proportional to the LA's malicious prosecution against me.  Your inquest or the timing of it will be inevitably be at a 

time that is most advantageous to the LA's prosecution case against me and serves their agenda.  The outcome 

verdict of the inquest trial will be that which is most advantageous to the LA’s position in power and dominance. 

 

Now considering I had presented myself as an interested party to Chris back in October 2014, this fact was not 

reflected and logged on your systems until March 2015, when I spoke to a staff member in Chris's absent and had 

myself registered as an “interested party”.  Furthermore, Chis has continued to refer to the assistant Coroner as the 

Corner and I have had to have this corrected.  I believe deliberate attempts have already been made to guide the 

inquest process under the direct influence of the LA. It has now come to my understanding that Chris works out from 

the Police station, like many other officers working out of different places. A most confusing state of affairs. Officers 

being seconded to different offices in different organisation to take on differing roles behind differing 

positions.  Regardless, Mr Chris Dalby has been less then helpful and I believe deliberate attempts have been made 

to stonewall my enquires, and keep me out of the loop, misinformed and in the dark. 

 

Furthermore, it has now been 8 months since my brother’s death, and I have gone out of my way to make myself 

available for questioning regarding the issues surrounding my brother's death.  I have recently written out to you on 

the 14
th

 of April 2015, requesting to meet you and offer to act as a witness, or be given an opportunity to question 

the witnesses, which you have marginalised.  You now write to inform me of your intentions to fix an inquest 

date.  How do you reconcile these with your statements that the Coroner is an independent judicial office, who has a 

statutory duty to fully, fairly, and fearlessly investigate the circumstances of the reported death, when you have 

refused to meet me and as deliberate attempts have been made by the LA to prevent me from being involved in the 

inquest process or having access to any information.  Surely the information I can provide into the circumstances 

surrounding my brother's death would be of paramount importance for your inquest to reach a just verdict. Yet no 

attempt by your Office has been made to engage me.  This is highly unusual.  Nothing about my brother’s case has 

been normal, so please can everyone stop attempting to convince me of assurances that nothing is out of the 

ordinary and these things are not unusual. The LA most definitely should not plot, plan and scheme to murder 

vulnerable adults under thier duty of care.  The very notion is repugnant and unpreceded and which incredulously 

defies disbelief. 

 

In summary, I would like you to treat my former correspondence mentioned in your letter of the 12
th

 May 2015 as an 

FOI request.  I would like my brother's inquest to be carried out under a trial-by-jury by a Coroner who I am satisfied 

is not being unduly influence by their paymaster.  I would like full, complete and comprehensive disclosure of all case 

material in my brother’s case to date. And finally, I would like to request to arrange to meet with you face-to-face, as 

per my letter of the 14
th

 of April 2015, on a pre-trial meeting so I am satisfied that the LA is not unduly influencing 

the trial process.  I personally have substantial conclusive evidence that they have unduly influence the trial process 

in several of my case in the past, fully aided and abetted by the Police.  If my brother's trial is whitewashed as I fear, 

then please rest assured that I will not rest until, and do everything in my power to expose this systemic corruption 

instigated by the LA.  It may take me a lifetime but the truth will inevitably - as is always the case -come out. 

 

I trust you will fully cooperate on the issues raised. 

 

Kind Regards Mr S.Hussain 
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[Letter 5] 

 

Mr Martin Fleming, 

Bradford Coroner’s Court, 

City Courts, 

The Tyrls, 

Bradford,  

BD1 1LA 

 

Date: 8
th

 June 2015 

 

Your Ref: MDF/AP/B1729-14 

 

Regarding: Mr Nazam Hussain (11Dec53-18Sep14) – deceased 

 

Dear Her Majesty’s Coroner:  Mr Martin Fleming, 

 

I last wrote out to you a lengthy and comprehensive later dated 17
th

 May 2015, to which I still await an 

acknowledgement and reply.  A copy of which has been attached to this letter for your reference.  Please can you 

look to respond in like manner at your earliest convenience.  I would prefer our channel of communication to be 

through email, for ease of convenience, in addition to your policy of written secured letters of correspondence.  I 

also attach my recent letter to CBMDC, for your reference, to provide context on the allegations I have been levelling 

against them. 

 

Regards Mr S.Hussain   

Emails 

From: Nazam Hussain <n4z4mhuss4in@gmail.com>  

to: "angela.plovie@bradford.gov.uk" <angela.plovie@bradford.gov.uk> 

cc: 
"Martin.Fleming@bradford.gov.uk" 

<Martin.Fleming@bradford.gov.uk> 

date: Thu, Jun 11, 2015 at 12:04 PM 

subject: Nazam Hussain's brother 

 

Dear Bradford Coroner's Office, 

 

Firstly, can I request you use this email account from now on to liaise with me regarding Nazam's case. 

 

Thank you for your prompt response. 

 

For clarity, you will be treating my email and questions put to your Office on the 8th of May 2015, as a Freedom of 

Information (FOI) request, and will look to respond to accordingly.  FYI, I have forward said email.  

 

Furthermore, you will look to release all case material which forms part of your investigation, subject to any legal 

restriction, as according to the referenced document, Section 13 - Getting more information and support:  

 

"As an ‘interested person’ you may request copies of reports of any post-mortem examination carried out, and of 

documents that are relevant to the investigation."  

 

[Reference]https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/363879/guide-to-

coroner-service.pdf 

 

In addition, I write to make you aware that once the inquest has been completed, I will be looking to request both a 

digital audio copy of the hearing and a transcription. As such, I would like to know what your charging policies are for 

these items? 
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"All inquests must be recorded and you may request a recording of proceedings on a disc or in other electronic form 

for a fee. You may also request a transcript although the fee for this is likely to be higher than for an electronic copy. 

Any recording or transcript is for your own information only and must not be used for any other purpose." 

 

Regards Mr S.Hussain 

 

On 11 Jun 2015, at 15:51, Angela Plovie <angela.plovie@bradford.gov.uk> wrote: 

Dear Mr. Hussain, 

  

The coroner has asked me to respond accordingly:- 

  

1.  The coroner is not a public authority within the meaning of the Freedom of Information Act 2000. 

  

2.  As previously referenced, the Coroner is an independent judicial officer.  Overt independence is a cornerstone of 

the inquest, given that the Coroner may need to investigate a death involving almost any recognised authority, 

whether it be the police, government, NHS or local council. 

  

3.  Nonetheless the coroner cannot operate in a vacuum and needs administrative support from local government as 

well as manpower and investigative abilities of the police. This extends to the postal support you reference. 

  

4.  As to the questions you raise in respect of the Coroner's relationship with the local authority, the Coroner refers 

you specifically to the provisions of s24 Coroners and Justice Act 2009 and Forrest v The Lord Chancellor & Lord Chief 

Justice at para 27.(2011) EWHC 1421. 

  

5. The Coroner's Officer will provide you with the requested disclosure. 

  

Angela Plovie 

Administrative Officer 

H. M. Coroner's Office 

West Yorkshire (Western) 

  

Tel: 01274-391362 

From: Nazam Hussain [mailto:n4z4mhuss4in@gmail.com]  

Sent: 13 June 2015 06:42 

To: Dalby, Chris 

Cc: Angela Plovie; Martin.Fleming@bradford.gov.uk 

Subject: Re: Nazam Hussain's brother 

  

Dear Chris Dalby, 

 

I write in reference to your voice-message left on my answer-phone yesterday, regrading making an appointment to 

take my witness statement.  Before I am in a position to proceed on this matter, I would like my earlier requests for 

full, compete and comprehensive disclosure of all case material of your investigation to be presented to me, as an 

interested party. Ideally, I would like the information requested to be present in a digital format and emailed to me 

at this account. 

 

Please can you first and foremost look to fully facilitate my request, to my satisfaction, before I am in a position to 

proceed. 

 

Thanks, Mr S.Hussain 

On 16 Jun 2015, at 13:13, "Dalby, Chris" <chris.dalby@westyorkshire.pnn.police.uk> wrote: 

Mr Hussain, 

  

Thank you for your email and I appreciate your speedy response. 
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I am attaching the documents to be included within the Coroner’s Inquest file as requested and would ask that you 

call me, once you have considered their contents, so that we can make arrangements to meet and your statement 

can then be provided. 

  

Thanks and regards, 

  

Chris Dalby 

Coroner’s Officer (Bradford) 

  

Tel: 01274 475246 

Ext: 76246 

From: Nazam Hussain <n4z4mhuss4in@gmail.com> 

Date: 17 June 2015 06:48:29 BST 

To: "Dalby, Chris" <chris.dalby@westyorkshire.pnn.police.uk> 

Subject: Re: Nazam Hussain's brother [NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED] 

  

1. Please can you confirm that the material presented is the totality of all material which forms your inquest 

investigation.   

 

2. Please confirm if there is any material you have failed to disclose, classifying it as restricted, sensitive or unused? 

From: Nazam Hussain <n4z4mhuss4in@gmail.com> 

Date: 18 June 2015 07:53:25 BST 

To: Chris Dalby <chris.dalby@westyorkshire.pnn.police.uk> 

Cc: "Martin.Fleming@bradford.gov.uk" <Martin.Fleming@bradford.gov.uk> 

Subject: Fwd: Nazam Hussain's brother [NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED] 

 

Dear Sir, 

 

1. Please can you confirm that the material presented is the totality of all material which forms your inquest 

investigation.   

 

2. Please confirm if there is any material you have failed to disclose, classifying it as restricted, sensitive or unused? 

 

Regard Mr S.Hussain 

From: Nazam Hussain [mailto:n4z4mhuss4in@gmail.com]  

Sent: 19 June 2015 09:39 

To: Dalby, Chris 

Cc: Martin.Fleming@bradford.gov.uk 

Subject: Fwd: Nazam Hussain's brother [NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED] 

  

Dear Sirs, 

  

Please can you look to address the points put to you. 

  

Regards Mr S.Hussain 

On 19 Jun 2015, at 14:53, "Dalby, Chris" <chris.dalby@westyorkshire.pnn.police.uk> wrote: 

Mr Hussain, 

  

The documents you have received is the file that will be used at the Inquest.  There are some internal documents / 

minute sheets but am awaiting instructions from the Coroner as to whether these can be disclosed to you……. 

I will be back in touch in due course…… 

  

Chris Dalby 

Coroner’s Officer (Bradford) 

  

Tel: 01274 475246 
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Ext: 76246 

From: Nazam Hussain [mailto:n4z4mhuss4in@gmail.com]  

Sent: 03 July 2015 13:50 

To: Dalby, Chris 

Subject: Re: Nazam Hussain's brother [NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED] 

  

Dear Mr Dalby, 

  

I write following receiving your call earlier today.  Unfortunately, I am currently not in a position to make 

arrangements regarding arranging a meeting, as I am busy for the next two weeks.  I am in Court next week on the 

10th of July 2015, and I have other outstanding issues which require my attention the following week. 

  

I am however in a position to arrange a meeting the week commencing the 20th of July 2015.  In the meantime I still 

await your decision regarding further disclosure of documents. 

  

I hope to hear from you soon. 

  

Regards Mr S.Hussain 

On 6 Jul 2015, at 10:04, "Dalby, Chris" <chris.dalby@westyorkshire.pnn.police.uk> wrote: 

Mr Hussain, 

  

I have now made enquiries with regards the question of disclosure.  I can confirm that as part of the disclosure 

process to all interested parties, which you are confirmed to be one, you are entitled to receive all documents which 

the Coroner considers relevant to the investigation and which is not prohibited by law to release. 

You have received all such documents. 

  

The Coroner is anxious for your assistance in providing a statement as soon as possible in order to establish whether 

any further investigation needs to be undertaken to deal with the issues which the Coroner is required to address in 

respect of your late brother’s death. 

  

I can confirm that I am available all of the week commencing 20
th

 July and would appreciate if you could confirm a 

day which would suit you, to allow your statement to be taken. 

  

I await you your confirmation. 

  

Regards, 

  

Chris Dalby 

Coroner’s Officer (Bradford) 

  

Tel: 01274 475246 

Ext: 76246 

 

from: Nazam Hussain <n4z4mhuss4in@gmail.com>   

to: "Dalby, Chris" <chris.dalby@westyorkshire.pnn.police.uk> 

 cc: Martin.Fleming@bradford.gov.uk 

date: Mon, Jul 20, 2015 at 9:58 AM  

subject: Re: Nazam Hussain's brother   

 

Date: 20 July 2015 

 

Dear HM Corner,  

 

I apologies for the delay in getting back to you.  In reference to your correspondence dated 16 June 2015, where you 

provide disclosure of case materials to be used at the Inquest, I have provided a schedule list of documents disclosed 

for you to confirm are correct. 
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Schedule of documents disclosed 

 

Attachment A 

 

1.06 Oct 14 -[4 Pages] Post Morton examination  

2.21 Jan 15 -[1] Post Morton examination supplementary report  

3.20 Sep 14- [1]West Yorkshire Police witness statement of Christopher Dalby 

4.03 Oct 14 - [1] Letter from Walmer Lodge care home 

5.Undated -[1] Letter Leeds teaching hospital 

6.14 Jan 15 [1] Leeds hospital letter from GP system 

7.27 Oct 03 [5] Hand written notes from Leeds hospital 

8.Undated [3] letter from Czajka Care Group 

9.04 Feb 15 [2] Bradford Hospital Report 

10.21Jan 15 [2] Statement from BRI safeguarding  Nurse Victoria Thersby 

11.08 Sep 14 [22] BRI documents 

12.12 Sep 14 [3] BRI Request for extension of urgent authorisation 

13.19 Sep 14 [2] Statement from Nicky Davies  

14.19 Sep14 [3] Statement from Shagufta Bibi 

15.Undated [4] Police Report to coroner  

 16.07 Sep14 [2] Safeguarding incident report 

17.14 Oct14 [2]Letter from GP Shipley Medical Practice 

18.22 Jan14 [2] Office of the Public Guardian letter  

 

Attachment B 

1.7Sep14-18Sep14 [69] BRI admission records 

2.18Sep14 [2] Notice to Coroner 

3.undated [6] 10 Photo's from Police investigation 

 

If this is the totality of your disclosure then I regret to inform you that I am reluctant to make any statement for the 

purposes of your Inquest as I am of the opinion that you are attempting to whitewash my brothers death and that 

there is fraud being committed in violation of the Fraud Act 2006 section 3 - failure to disclose information. 

 

What I was expected was the following information; 

 

1. All medical records, including both electronic and physical records held by the GP Practice 

2. All records held by Bradford Foundation Trust Teaching Hospital. 

3. All records held by Bradford District (foundation) Care Trust 

4. All records held by The Office of The Public Guardian 

5. All records help by West Yorkshire Police. 

6. All Social Service records help by City of Bradford Metropolitan District Council (CBMDC) 

7. All Care records held at Czajka Care Group. 

8. All records held by Bradford Clinical Commissioning Group (CCG)  

9. All records held by Bradford Adult safeguarding 

10. All records held by the Care Quality Commission (CQC) 

11. All records of the Bradford Coroners systems regarding their investigation. 

12. Any and all unused case material of the inquest investigation, including notes, tasks, letters, emails and other 

correspondences and any 3rd party investigations I have failed to identify. 

 

Here were [all] has been referred to this should mean full, complete and comprehensive records for Mr Nazam 

Hussain, without restriction.  If items are deemed to be restricted then a detailed account list of which items have 

been restricted and the reasons why. 

 

Once you are in a position to fully satisfy my enquires then I am more then willing to provide my witness statement 

to you, for the purposes of your Inquest into the death of my brother Mr Nazam Hussain. 

 

Regards Mr S.Hussain  
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From: Nazam Hussain [mailto:n4z4mhuss4in@gmail.com]  

Sent: 23 July 2015 09:23 

To: Dalby, Chris 

Subject: Re: Nazam Hussain's brother 

  

Dear Chris Dalby, 

  

I write following your unannounced visit to my home earlier today.  I do not appreciate you arriving at my doorstep 

unannounced to take a statement.  This is highly unprofessional.  Please can you forward Kate Booths email address 

so I can open a channel of communication with her. 

  

Regards Mr S.Hussain 

From: Dalby, Chris  

Sent: 23 July 2015 09:33 

To: Booth, Catherine 

Subject: Nazam Hussain's brother [NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED] 

  

For your attention and information……. 

  

CJD 

On 23 Jul 2015, at 10:41, "Booth, Catherine" <Catherine.Booth2@westyorkshire.pnn.police.uk> wrote: 

Mr Hussain, 

  

I am responding to your email redirected to me by Mr Dalby.  I apologise if you felt that our visit this morning was 

unwarranted. I assure you that the only reason for this action was to speak to you in person with a view to sitting 

down and taking an accurate account of your concerns. We had exhausted several modes of communication and it 

seemed only right that we call on you rather than expecting you to come to us. 

  

I personally telephoned you last week and left a voicemail message asking that you contact me with a view to us 

visiting and obtaining this statement.  You did not respond. 

  

I know that Mr Dalby has sent previous emails requesting that you try and provide a written statement for the 

purposes of the Inquest. This allows the sitting Coroner to have access to this information during the Inquest hearing 

and to make reference to it when required.  This request comes from the Coroner directly and not from myself or Mr 

Dalby. 

 To 

I am sorry we had to speak through your window and you denied us entry. I appreciate this was your choice, 

however  I deliberately spoke quietly so that any neighbours would not hear our conversation. I felt our demeanour 

was both professional and compassionate 

  

I could tell from your responses that you do not wish to make a written statement at this time and you wish to 

contact us when you feel the time is right for you.  I would ask that you kindly inform Mr Dalby when the time is 

appropriate. 

  

The Coroner may decide that the Inquest should resume and instead of a written statement, you may be called in 

person to give verbal evidence. This is a course of action open to the Coroner. I merely point this out as an option. 

The final decision lies with the Coroner. 

  

Please do not hesitate to contact me directly if I can assist you further. I fully appreciate that this is a very difficult 

time for both yourself and your family. 

  

Kind regards 

  

Cate  
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Cate Booth QPM 

Senior Coroner’s Officer, 

Western District 

From: Nazam Hussain [mailto:n4z4mhuss4in@gmail.com]  

Sent: 23 July 2015 11:53 

To: Booth, Catherine 

Subject: Re: Nazam Hussain's brother [NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED] 

  

Dear HM Coroner - Catherine Booth, 

  

Thank you for your reply.  I will look to respond to you shortly.  In the meantime, please can you tell me who is Mary 

Smith, who is cc in your email. 

  

Regards Mr S.Hussain 

On 23 Jul 2015, at 11:55, "Booth, Catherine" <Catherine.Booth2@westyorkshire.pnn.police.uk> wrote: 

Mr Hussain, 

  

Mrs Smith is the Assistant Coroner for Bradford . She is the Coroner who will ultimately be hearing your brother’s 

Inquest. 

  

Kind regards 

  

Cate Booth QPM 

  

Cate Booth QPM 

Senior Coroner’s Officer, 

Western District 

From: Nazam Hussain [mailto:n4z4mhuss4in@gmail.com]  

Sent: 23 July 2015 12:01 

To: Booth, Catherine 

Subject: Re: Nazam Hussain's brother [NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED] 

  

Dear HM Coroner - Cate Booth  

 

Please can you explain why you have used her private email address of marytsmith42@gmail.com and not her 

professional email account? 

  

Regards Mr S.Hussain 

from: Booth, Catherine <Catherine.Booth2@westyorkshire.pnn.police.uk>

to: Nazam Hussain <n4z4mhuss4in@gmail.com> 

date: Thu, Jul 23, 2015 at 12:05 PM 

subject: RE: Nazam Hussain's brother [NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED] 

mailed-by: westyorkshire.pnn.police.uk 

This is because she only works part time; One day a week. I send correspondence to her home address so she is 

aware of proceedings and is up to date with matters.  

  

I would be grateful if you would not use this address as it is her personal one. 

  

Any correspondence for her can be sent via myself.  Or you can send it to hmc@bradford.gov.uk, and address it to 

her. 

  

Thank you 

  

Cate Booth QPM 
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Cate Booth QPM 

Senior Coroner’s Officer, 

Western District 

 

from: Nazam Hussain <n4z4mhuss4in@gmail.com>   

to: "Booth, Catherine" <Catherine.Booth2@westyorkshire.pnn.police.uk> 

  

cc: Martin.Fleming@bradford.gov.uk, 

Chris Dalby <chris.dalby@westyorkshire.pnn.police.uk>, 

"marytsmith42@gmail.com" <marytsmith42@gmail.com> 

  

date: Thu, Jul 23, 2015 at 1:39 PM  

subject: Re: Nazam Hussain's brother- formal complaint 

 

Dear HM Coroner -Cate Booth, 

 

Please forgive me for my sternness but I am not the one who used her personal email address in the Cc section. Now 

this may sound harsh but my personal policy is not to tolerate fools gladly.  I expect more from paid professional 

public servants. By all means use the Bcc section of the email header; that's what it's there for.   

 

I now have grave concerns regarding your policy of sending private and highly privileged work related emails and 

documents to an employees private email account. If Mrs Mary Smith wants to work from home then she can by all 

means log into her work email account from home. 

 

I want you to regard this as a formal complaint and forward it to your complaints officer for investigation. 

 

Regards Mr S.Hussain 

 

from: Nazam Hussain <n4z4mhuss4in@gmail.com>   

to: "Martin.Fleming@bradford.gov.uk" <Martin.Fleming@bradford.gov.uk>, 

"Booth, Catherine" <Catherine.Booth2@westyorkshire.pnn.police.uk> 

  

cc: Chris Dalby <chris.dalby@westyorkshire.pnn.police.uk>, 

"marytsmith42@gmail.com" <marytsmith42@gmail.com> 

  

date: Fri, Jul 24, 2015 at 5:50 PM  

subject: Seeking identification of HM Coroner 

 

Dear HM Coroner, 

 

Before we look to proceed any further, I would like to know then names and position of all people employed by the 

HM Coroners Office -from assistants to administrators and clerical staff-  under the directorship of the coroner Mr 

Martin Fleming. I would like to know their full name, title, position held, date of employment, pay grade, contracted 

hours, contact details and location of employment.  I require this information so I can formulate an identification of 

who exactly you are as a legal fiction person, and familiarise myself to gain a better understanding of the constituent 

components that collectively go to create the legal entity known as HM Coroner's Office Bradford. 

 

Please look to respond to the information requested forthwith, so I can look to formally engage you. 

 

Regards Mr S.Hussain 

 

from: Nazam Hussain <n4z4mhuss4in@gmail.com>   

to: "Booth, Catherine" <Catherine.Booth2@westyorkshire.pnn.police.uk> 

  

cc: "Martin.Fleming@bradford.gov.uk" <Martin.Fleming@bradford.gov.uk>, 

Chris Dalby <chris.dalby@westyorkshire.pnn.police.uk>, 
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"marytsmith42@gmail.com" <marytsmith42@gmail.com>, 

Richard Winter <richard.winter@bradford.gov.uk>, 

Mark Trewin <Mark.Trewin@bradford.gov.uk> 

  

date: Tue, Aug 4, 2015 at 12:41 PM  

subject: Inquest hearing - Mr Nazam Hussain 

 

Date: 4 August 2015 

 

Dear HM Coroner - Cate Booth, 

 

I write following your last communicate on the 23rd of July 2015, in relation to your unannounced visit of the same 

day.  I am slightly perplexed with the content of your email, as your statements are clearly factually inaccurate.  

 

You state "We had exhausted several modes of communication and it seemed only right that we call on you rather 

than expecting you to come to us". Please can you look to substantiate your claim.  What modes of communication 

had exactly been exhausted.  How many letters did you write out to me regarding arranging a meeting; how many 

email correspondence where sent out regarding this matter.  How many telephone calls were made and voice 

messages left.  What timeframe are you referencing.   

 

Please allow me to accurately catalogue the recent events relating to arranging a meeting, in relation to taking my 

statement regarding my late brother Nazam's death. 

  

13 June 2015 - Mr Dalby leaves a voice message on my phone requesting a meeting after failing to get through to me 

on the phone.  This was the first time that the Coroner's office have actually initiated contact with me since my 

brother's death on the 18th of September 2014.  On all previous occasions I have been the one to initiate contact. It 

is currently my personal policy not to answer withheld or private number telephone calls.  As the call to me was 

made with a private number it was not answered.  An email channel of communication had already been established 

- this being my preferred means of communication- so I was surprised to receive a phone call from Mr 

Dalby.  Following receiving this voice message I responded via email. 

 

16 June 2015 - I received an email response from Mr Dalby looking to address the points raised in my last email. 

 

17 June 2015 - I make further enquires to seek clarity on the response provided. 

 

18 June 2015 - I email to chase up my enquires, no response. 

 

19 June 2015 - I email to chase up my enquires.  A response is received from Mr Dalby requesting time to seek 

further clarity on points of disclosure. 

 

3 July 2015 - The second call is made by Mr Dalby, once again on a private number, leaving a voice message 

requesting a meeting.  I send an email addressing this issue and confirm that I will not be available until the week 

commencing the 20th of July 2015, due to other commitments. 

 

6 July 2015 - Email received from Mr Dalby providing clarity on points of disclosure and acknowledging my 

postponement of meeting. 

 

20 July 2015 - I send an email confirming my reluctance to make a statement at this stage, due to your failure to fully 

meet the request for disclosure.  I suspect foul-play and become dubious about the actions at the Coroner's office, as 

you fail to give me a straight and salient answer to some very simple questions.  Your generalisation and evasiveness 

are highly dubious and circumspect.  In the afternoon I receive a private number call and then a voice message from 

you for the first time, requesting a meeting to take my statement.  This is ignored, as its clear to me that you are yet 

another person to add further layers in order to confuse and beguile. It was my previous understanding that Mr 

Dalby would be taking my statement and that you were the Coroner who would be holding the inquest. All clearly 

lies.  I had personally write out to Mr Fleming, the official coroner back in April 2015, personally requesting a 

meeting with him, given I was exasperated with the undue delays in holding up my brothers Inquest hearing.  This 

was clearly marginalised at the time and then ignored. 
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23 July 2015 - You and Mr Dalby arrive at my door unannounced, causing me and members of my household 

unnecessary distress as you look to engage us through the living-room window. It is our current personal policy not 

to allow professionals into our home who fail to make pre-arrangements, and just turn up at our door expecting to 

be engaged, given that the converse is not true and I am expected to make an appointment to see professionals. 

 

Now, given the chronology outlined, do you disagree with anything aspect as misrepresented? If you don't then 

please can you explain to me how you can justify your claim that several modes of communication had been 

exhausted?  

 

You then go onto state that "I personally telephoned you last week and left a voicemail message".  It is clear to me 

that you are suffering from delusions or dementia when you make such blatant groundless statements.  What 

credibility do you now have as a professional when you fail to recollect events from 3 days previously? You had 

telephoned me on Monday 20th of July 2015 in the afternoon; by Thursday 23rd July 2015, you recollected this as 

being last week, when you had personally called me. You fail to accurately recollect events only 3 days previously 

and yet you are a senior assistant coroner! 

 

When you make the subjective statement "I felt our demeanour was both professional and compassionate", you 

clearly don't understand basic social etiquette.  You arrive unannounced at our door, when I have clearly written out 

to you that I will not currently be looking to make a statement until you provide full disclosure to my stratification; 

and not look to whitewash proceedings.  You then proceed to engage me through the living-room window, 

pressuring me to allow you access, when it was clear to you that I was in an aggregated state and would not allow 

access. Then you choose to recollect the event as being both professional and compassionate.  You can choose to 

self-delude yourself all you want. 

 

Then through our email exchanges on the day, you tell me for the first time, that some part-time assistant coroner, 

who works one day a week, is now going to be responsible for holding my brother's inquest!  You go on to disclose 

her personal email address thus raising more concerns and necessitating the lodging of a complaint.  This complaint 

has still not been addressed or acknowledged. Please look to do so now. 

 

My brother Mr Nazam Hussain has been murdered by your employers, the Local Authority, in cold blood.  You know 

this, I know this. If you want to play your little charade as you look to whitewash the matter, that is entirely up to 

you.  The truth will always come out one day.  Tell the truth and shame the devil but tell a lie and you make baby 

Jesus cry.  If you want my cooperation then you need to fully disclose to me all the investigation material; answer my 

questions put to you regarding to postal system and look to be open, honest and transparent in your dealings with 

me. 

 

Please look to take this matter seriously. 

 

Regards Mr S.Hussain 

  

from: Nazam Hussain <n4z4mhuss4in@gmail.com>   

to: Chris Dalby <chris.dalby@westyorkshire.pnn.police.uk> 

  

date: Mon, Sep 7, 2015 at 11:25 AM  

subject: Re: Inquest hearing - Mr Nazam Hussain 

 

Dear Mr Dalby, 

 

I write following our call earlier today.   

 

1. Please can you forward to me the name and email address of the Coroner who has now been allocated to hold 

Nazam's Inquest. 

 

2. Please can you indicate how many witness are to be called to the Inquest and their full details. 

 

3. Please can you confirm the last time Shagufta contacted your office in relation to Nazam's Inquest. 
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Regards Mr S.Hussain 

 

From: Nazam Hussain [mailto:n4z4mhuss4in@gmail.com]  

Sent: 07 September 2015 14:30 

To: Martin Fleming 

Cc: Catherine Booth; Chris Dalby; marytsmith42@gmail.com 

Subject: Formal Objection to the Inquest Date for Mr Nazam Hussain (11Dec53-18Sep14) 

Date: 7 September 2014, 

 

Dear H.M. Coroner's Office Bradford - Mr Martin Fleming, 

 

I write in response to the letter issued from your Office dated 24th August 2015, signed by Mr Chris Dalby.  Firstly, I 

was surprised to receive this letter given that in my last communication dated 4th August 2015, emailed to your 

colleague Catherine Booth et al.  I raised several issues of concern and points which required addressing.  I was 

anticipating a formal response to these points to gain clarity and understanding and to have my concerns 

alleviated.  Instead I now learn that all my correspondence have been marginalised and ignored and that an Inquest 

date has been set without notice or consultation.  In your letter of the 24th of August 2015, you state "Nazam's 

Inquest will be resumed at 10:00 am on Tuesday, 15th September 2015". The use of the word 'resumed' implies that 

the Inquest has commenced and yet as you know this is not correct.  The Inquest hearing has not formally 

commenced or opened for it to be "resumed". 

 

At this stage, I will be formally objecting for the Inquest to be opened and heard- and without a Jury hearing - before 

I can establish that there is no fraud and foul-play at work, which I suspect and strongly believe.   

 

My objection stems from the belief that the HM Coroner's Office has been unduly influenced by its close association 

with CBMDC, as they look to pervert the course of justice in order to coverup the murder of Mr Nazam Hussain 

which they deliberately directed and orchestrated in order to frame me. In addition, I have made several requests in 

writing to gain clarity regarding this association which have been obfuscated on; which leads me to add gravitas to 

my original suspicions.  I have asked simple questions about the mail handling by your Office and I have received 

conflicting messages.  When further questions of clarity have been asked, no response has been forthcoming.  I have 

asked simple questions about the structure and management of your Office and its constituents and no answer has 

been forthcoming.  I have asked simple questions about the practices of your Office in relation to Data Protection 

and communication policies and no answer has been forthcoming.  You have not looked to address any of these 

points and yet have set an Inquest date.   

 

The date of your Inquest in one where you yourself will not be holding the hearing, but I am now led to believe a 

third assistant by the name of Mr Longshaft, acting as the assistant Coroner, will be hearing the case.  This is now the 

3rd assistant Coroner whom I am led to believe will be hearing the Inquest; where previously it has been Mary Smith 

and Catherine Booth.   

 

I have personally requested to meet you face-to-face at a pre-trial hearing, so I can personally resolve and alleviate 

my concerns and suspicions, yet you have failed to facilitate my request and have looked to distance yourself by 

allocated your assistance to this case.  This is highly circumspect and very unprofessional.   The Inquest date has 

been conveniently set by you literally two days before the anniversary of my brother's death, for your convenience; 

as failure to hold the Inquest within a year necessitates you having to register the death with the Chief Coroner, HHJ 

Peter Thornton.  The Inquest date and the timing of events is once again to the convenience of you and the Local 

Authority, given they have set a Trial date in their Fraud Case against me for the 5th of October 2015; two weeks 

after your Inquest date, so that I am fully disenfranchised in defending myself or adequately presenting myself in the 

Inquest process without being held under prejudice. 

 

The forlorn investigation into my brother's death has been grossly inadequate and neglectful, as you have 

deliberately failed to secure his documented records.  In my previous correspondence I have requested full, 

complete and comprehensive disclosure of all material which forms part of the investigation process.  I have 

highlighted my rights to this information by referencing legislation. Yet, the information disclosed is mostly irrelevant 

and inadequate.   
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This is the basic information which should have been collated as part of the Inquest investigation process: 

 

1.All of Mr Nazam's Social Service records from the Local Authority, considering an allegation has been made against 

them by me and since he has been a 'service user' since 1983.   

 

2. All his healthcare records, firstly from his GP, which should have included both electronic and paper records.  All 

his Bradford Royal Infirmary (BRI) hospital records from Bradford Teaching Hospital Foundation Trust. All his Mental 

Health records from Lynnfield Mount Hospital as part of Bradford District Foundation Trust.  All records from 

Bradford Clinical Commissioning Groups - CCG, regarding their input into Nazam's stay at the Nursing home. 

 

3. All his Care records from the Nursing Home covering the last 10 years of his life there.  These should have included 

records from other professions input, such as speech and language therapists and tissue viability nurses, whilst at his 

stay in the Nursing Home. 

 

4. All records held by the Office of the Public Guardian, given I held a Receivership Order in his name and he was 

known to the Court of Protection. 

 

5. All Police records held by West Yorkshire Police in relation to various incidents in the past regarding Nazam, 

especially the investigation into his original accident in September 2003. 

 

6. Court records regarding the Local Authorities then prosecution of the Health and Safety violation at the Care 

home where he fell from. 

 

7. All Department of Work and Pension records held regarding any Benefit entitlement. 

 

8. Records and statements from IMCA, the organisation which was initially brought in to advocate on behalf of 

Nazam at his fist admission to Hospital, when the recent first attempt was made on his life in July 2014. 

 

9. Most importantly, background information from me as his Next of Kin and nearest relative, and the greatest 

stakeholder in Nazam's affairs.  His children, especially Shagufta have been estranged from their father ever since 

their mother died in 1992. A pertinent question is, who has made her the Next of Kin when all documented records 

show that either me or my mother was Nazam's Next of Kin?  

 

When you have adequately completed your investigation and disclosed to me the information requested then I am 

happy for the Inquest to be heard, as I will be satisfied that the course of justice has not been perverted. Otherwise, I 

will remain unsatisfied with the Inquest hearing and will conclude that it is a Kangaroo Court hearing, a whitewash 

and a means to help coverup the Council's criminal endeavours. 

 

Please can you look to respond to the points I have raised and address the concerns I have highlighted by the end of 

the week, 11th of September 2015.  In all accounts, the Inquest date should be postponed until further notice and 

my brother Mr Nazam Hussain's death should be registered at the Chief Coroner's Office. 

 

Finally, given I have not been afforded an opportunity to make a witness statement regarding my brother's death 

without prejudice; I have forwarded my formal complaint to the Police in their role during the time around my 

brother's dying, for your attention and for it to act as an ad-hoc witness statement at this stage. 

 

Regards Mr S.Hussain 

 

Forwarded 

 

From: "West Yorkshire Police" <noreply@westyorkshire.police.uk> 

Date: 2 September 2015 19:55:46 BST 

Subject: Form submission from: Complaints Against the Police 

Dear Sajad (Shazad)  

 

Thank your for submitting a West Yorkshire Police 'Complaints Against the Police' Online Form.  
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Below is a copy of the form you have submitted for your own records.  

 

Date: 2nd September 2015 

 

Dear West Yorkshire Police, 

 

I wish to lodge a formal complaint regarding my attempts to report an incident last year on the 28th of July 2014, 

where I attempted to report that my brother Mr Nazam Hussain's (11Dec53-18Sep14)- a resident at Staveley Birkleas 

nursing home - life was in danger. On the 8th of July 2014, I had attended a Continuing Care assessment meeting at 

the nursing homer as part of the Bradford CCG annual reviewing process. In attendance at the meeting was Nazam's 

newly allocated Social worker, a member of the CCG assessment team, a student Nurse and a senior Nursing staff 

member of the Home. On the day in question several issues of concern were raised, especially around levels of 

staffing, lack of documentation and quality of care being delivered at the Nursing Home. On the day of the meeting, 

Nazam had a hospital appointment and my intentions were to escort him to the hospital following the CCG 

assessment meeting. Once the meeting was drawing to a close and my input was no longer needed I left the 

meeting. I was informed by the staff that Nazam's hospital appointment had been cancelled due to there being no 

one available to escort him to the hospital from the Nursing Home, as there was a lack of available Carers. I first 

raised this as a complaint to the manager at the Nursing Home and then returned to the CCG continuing care 

meeting, which was being finalised in my absence, to raise this issue with them. 

 

Leading up to the meeting on the 8th of July 2014, I had noticed a dramatic deterioration in the quality of care being 

delivered to my bother at the Nursing Home. I had gradually begun to increase my visits to monitor the level of care 

being delivered. Several incidents arose of concern and I reported them informally to the care staff. I ensured that 

there was a single allocated care staff member allocated to Nazam, as a central point of contact to coordinate 

delivery of care and to follow through on the concerns I raised. I had attempted to lodge all my concerns as 

complaint to the manager but she would never make herself available, always stating she was very busy. An incident 

arose at the end of June, where I had lodged a formal complaint regarding the attitude and behaviour of a nursing 

staff member. The Home, at the time, had not had the time to formally respond to it; so the point of lodging further 

formal complaints seemed redundant.  

 

I decided to take proactive steps by increasing my visits to the Nursing Home, given I had concerns regarding the lack 

of care being provided. I also began to wear a clearly visible chest-mounted camera. The purpose of the camera was 

to make the Home overtly aware that I was monitoring my brother and the quality of care being delivered, due to 

concerns I had noticed. Initially, my efforts did have a positive impact and I began to notice an improvement in the 

quality of care being delivered. The chess-mounted camera had been noticed by staff members and enquired about, 

particularly by his allocated Carer.  

 

When questions were raised about the camera, I had been open and transparent about it. I had not attempted to 

make secrete covert CCTV recordings, as the point was not to catch the home providing poor services but to 

encourage them to provide better services to Nazam. The whole point of the chest-mounted camera was to be 

overtly visible, and for me to be forthright and transparent when questioned. At no point during my visits was the 

camera issue raised as a concern from any staff member of the Nursing Home. My relationship with the staff 

members where very cordial and friendly, with the exception of the nursing staff member I had complaint about. I 

had informed Nazam's Carer that I didn't wish to have any further contact with her whilst the complaint lodged 

against her was being formally investigated. All the staff members seemed very cooperative in this regard and other 

points I had raised; which were now being acting upon. 

 

However, following the meeting on the 8th of July 2014, the situation at the Nursing Home began to drastically 

deteriorate in the quality of care that was being delivered to Nazam. I decided from then on to attend every day, to 

independently monitor the delivery of Nazam's care. The staff at the Home had been responding positively before 

but where now less reluctant to engage me. I believe this was due to a major staffing shortage at the Nursing Home 

which they were reluctant to disclose to me, as a family member and member of the Public. 

 

I began to report the minor failures in care which I noticed to Nazam's allocated Carer, but these incidents kept on 

increasing. A situation arose on the 12th of July 2014, where on my visit to see Nazam I noticed his peg feed not 

connected up properly and leaking onto the side table. At the time I didn't think this was a major issue, given the 
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context of all the other incidents I had been noticing and reporting. As his allocated Carer was not working that day, I 

decided to report the incident to the nurse in charge. When this Asian nurse came into Nazam's room and saw the 

situation I had described to her, to my alarm she began to panic and started blaming the carer staff, saying it was not 

her fault. She kept on saying that she had done everything right, and it was the Carers who had taken off the peg 

feed after turning Nazam over in his bed. They had failed to inform her to reconnect it. They were to blame, not her. 

It was not her fault.  

 

I was very perplexed at the time of her overreaction, as I didn't think it was a major issue. All I wanted her to do was 

fix the situation as I could not fix it myself. She then started to tell me that I was clueless about the poor quality of 

care being delivered at the Home. That if only I knew some of the things that go on here. I had heard similar 

information divulged to me in the past by staff I had befriended, and I was quaintly aware of media coverage of poor 

quality of care being delivered in care-homes. I interjected and asked her not to tell me anything further, as I didn't 

want to hear it; it would just serve to upset me, given I was not in a position to rectify the situation. I found myself 

reassuring her that no issue of blame is being made but the matter would need to be reported in conjunction with a 

whole host of other major failures I had noticed. The nurse then started on by saying she was going to quit her job 

and look to go into a different profession. I had to remind her that it was due to dedicated nurses like her that my 

brother was receiving care and I encouraged her not to make any drastic decisions. I was very surprised by her 

overreaction to a simple peg feed not being connected up properly. 

 

The following day, Sunday 13th of July 2014, I returned to the Nursing Home as I wanted to see Nazam's Carer so I 

could report this incident and ask him to raise this as a formal complaint, in conjunction with a list of other issues I 

had noticed that week. I had asked the staff to make Nazam's Carer aware that I wanted to see him but he didn't 

attended Nazam's room, so I started making further enquires about his whereabouts. I started looking for him by 

asking staff member where he was and they kept on directing me to different areas of the building from cafeteria to 

another canteen. Whilst I was roaming the Nursing Home I noticed and became acutely aware of the staffing 

shortage. My usual visits to the Nursing Home were limited by going straight to Nazam's room. I had in the past not 

needed to roam around looking for a particular staff member. To my alarm I noticed many residents in group sitting 

areas without any supervision. It was a very eerie experience going from room to room, to find empty faces of 

residences staring back at me. 

 

I eventually located Nazam's Carer and asked him to come see me. He told me that he was currently very busy as he 

was dealing with feeding residence but he would find me as soon as he was free. At the time I didn't think anything 

of this, as this was the first time I had wandered around the Home and thought this normal. On reflection I now think 

it odd the at lunch time when meals are being served to residence there should have been such shortage of staff. 

 

When the Carer did eventually get free, he came to see me and I reported the incident to him and he said he would 

make a note of it. I told him that this was no longer acceptable. I demanded to see the manager and the proprietor 

myself given the concerns I had. The Carer reassured me that he would let the management know first thing 

Monday. He was not working during the morning shift, as his shift started in the afternoon but he would be 

attending the Nursing Home in the morning on a separate errant and would look to relay my complaint to the 

manager. He would look to feed back to me on this in the evening, if I happen to be visiting Nazam, which was my 

regular visiting time. I was made aware that his shift finished at 9pm. 

 

On Monday the 14th of July 2014, I had been busy with other things during the day and was struggling to make time 

to visit Nazam. However, I wanted to see his Carer before he left for the day, so I attending the Nursing Home 

around 8:45pm with the aim of getting feedback from Nazam's Carer. On entry into the Nursing Home at the lobby, I 

was confronted by two nursing staff members, one male and the other the female nurse I had complaint about in 

June. They both confronted me and told me I could not enter the premises. I enquired why? They told me because I 

was wearing a camera. I told them I had been wearing this camera in the past without any objection so why where 

they now objecting. The oriental male staff member told me that he has been told not to allow me into the building. 

I asked by whom and he didn't answer. It was an odd remark to say, given I was already in the building. I told him 

that if you’re using the camera as excuse I will take it off. I proceeded to take off the chest-mounted camera and side 

stepped and walked passed him up the stairs. I kept on saying to them that I was visiting my brother and that I had 

come to see his Carer, and I didn't want to speak to them. Especially not the staff member I had previously complaint 

about. 

 

I entered my brother’s room only to find the two staff members had followed me and where now standing at the 
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entrance to Nazam's room. I asked them what they wanted and I told them to find Nazam's Carer. They told me he 

was not working on this wing; then they said he had left for the day and then they said that I could not speak to him. 

At this stage I felt aggravated and threatened by their behaviour towards me and so I pull out my phone and started 

recording them. I asked them to make up their mind and tell me which excuse was it? They took exception to being 

recorded and told me to stop it. I refused. Then they began to claim I was upsetting the other residences. I told them 

it was their behaviour which was upsetting their residence not me. They should go away and leave me alone. All I 

wanted was to meet Nazam's Carer. At this point they started to flee the scene and told me they were going to call 

the Police. I told them to go ahead as I would be reporting the Home to the CQC. The situation became very hostile 

and since the Police had been called, I decided it was best to vacate the premises as I was clearly being prevented 

from seeing Nazam's Carer. The best course of action would be to report the incident to the management the 

following day. 

 

The following day, Tuesday 15th July 2014, when I call to speak to the Manager I was told, by a staff member, that I 

was banned from visiting the Nursing Home. I was shocked and enquired why? I was told that I had been abusive to 

staff members and the Police had to be called. I told the staff member this was ridicules. I was calling to make a 

formal complaint about the behaviour of the nursing staff members the previous day, and I was now being banned 

without having my side of the story told. I told them that I had recorded the whole incident and that the allegations 

being made against me were groundless. I was told that my comments would be forwarded to the Manager and that 

I was not to attend the Nursing Home in the meanwhile. I didn't receive a call from the Nursing Home until that 

evening, when I was informed by the duty Nurse that my brother had suffered a pneumonia attack and that he had 

been seen by his GP after returning from hospital. At this stage I was very alarmed and perplexed at what was going 

on. I was expecting a call from the Nursing Home regarding the ban, not issues regarding Nazam's ill health. 

 

The next day, Wednesday 16th of July 2014, I decided to attend the Nursing Home irrespective of the ban as the 

need to see my brother was of paramount importance to me now, given the call yesterday evening. When I attended 

the Nursing Home I was told I could not enter because I was banned. I forced my way through the staff as I was not 

physically prevented. I went upstairs to Nazam's bedroom but he was not there. I then went to the sitting room and 

found Nazam there. He seemed visibly ok and I was reassured. The Nursing Home manager and the senior manager 

asked to speak to me in a separate room and I obliged as I was keen to learn why I had been banned. They began to 

tell me the reason I was banned was because I had bought a camera into the Home. I told them, that was ridicules as 

I had been wearing it every time I had attended the home in the past. The senior manager asked me if I was wearing 

it now and I reply yes. They asked me to show them, so I unzipped my coat. At this stage both managers started to 

panic and the Nursing Home manger stormed out of the meeting room complaining I was recording the meeting. I 

explained to the remaining senior Manager that the camera was off and not recording, and if they wanted I could 

take it off and they could hold onto it whilst we had the meeting. The senior Manager told me that I should not have 

the camera with me and asked me to put in my car. So I left the Home and complied with their instructions and put 

the camera in my car. 

 

When I returned to the Nursing Home they had locked the front door. I started to ring the bell because I wanted to 

speak to them regarding why they had banned me. Eventually the senior Manager opened the side door and asked 

me to come into the downstairs cafeteria room. I went into the Nursing Home from the side entrance and sat in the 

cafeteria and the senior Manager asked if I wanted a drink. She was now being less hostile towards me. I agreed to 

take a drink of water and I patiently waited for the managers to return. After some time both mangers returned and 

started to ask me if I was recording the meeting. I told them that I wasn't but I didn't understand why they were 

reluctant to record meetings. I was then told by the home Manager that it was against the law. I told her it was not 

as I had researched the subject and that was only her opinion. I was then enquired of if I had a mobile phone on me, 

to which I responses that I did. The senior manager wanted to see my phone. I took exception to this but I 

nevertheless proceeded to show her that my phone was not recording the meeting. I asked the senior Manager to 

show me her phone as she may also be recording the meeting too. To which she gave me reassurances by pulling out 

her phone. When I asked her to hand over her phone to me, as I had been willing to do with my phone, she refused. 

At this stage the nursing home Manger stormed out of the meeting for the second time exclaiming that she was not 

prepared to engage in the meeting as she didn't believe or trust me. The senior Manager then followed her to try to 

bring her back but she returned without her. The senior Manager then told me it was the Nursing Homes policy not 

to allow any recording equipment into the Home as this violated the human rights of the residences. I told her this 

was the first time I had been made aware of this. I had been bringing in a chest-mounted camera with me for well 

over a month. I then enquired how on earth the Home possibly hoped to police such a policy. Would mobile phone 

also be banned? To my surprised the senior Manager confirmed that all staff were banned from bringing mobile 
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phones into the Nursing Home. I then asked why she herself was not abiding by her own policy, given she had just 

shown me her mobile phone a few minutes earlier. She looked to brush off my comments that the policy only 

applied to staff. It was just a ridicules conversation. I was not staff but a visitor and was not under any obligation to 

follow policy which dictated to me what I can and cannot wear. To continuing such a conversation was pointless and 

futile. 

 

I tried to enquire why I had been banned and I couldn't get a straightforward answer. I was told that the Nursing 

Home had been instructed to ban me and until they received further instruction to lift the ban, it would remain in 

place. I asked who had instructed them and she told me the Care Quality Commission (CQC). The senior Manager 

told me that the incident had been reported to the CQC and they had taken instruction from them. I was very 

confused as the CQC only inspect care-homes not members of the public. I was then ushered out of the building and 

told not to return whilst the ban was in place and that if I returned then the Police would be contacted. As I was 

being escorted out of the door, I asked about the progress of the complaint which I had lodged. The senior Manager 

told me they were aware of it and that it would be responded to in writing shortly. 

 

The following day, Thursday 17th of July 2014, I rang Bradford Council Social Services to raise a Safeguarding alarm. 

The following day, Friday 18th of July 2014, I contacted Nazam's Social worker to relay all that had transpired and 

enquired that if Nazam is to die under these circumstances who would be legally responsible? I told his Social 

Worker that legal liability now rested with her and the Council. She advised me to wait it out over the weekend and 

she would contact me on Monday.  

 

Given I had been banned from attending the Home; I approached my other brother Adalat and asked him to take 

mother to visit Nazam at the Home over the weekend as I feared for Nazam’s safety. My brother took both my 

mother and our paternal uncle to visit Nazam on Sunday 20th of July 2014. Our paternal uncle had not seen Nazam 

for a very long time and had asked me to take him on several occasions in the past. Given I was currently banned, my 

brother decided to take him instead. I later discovered that on the same evening his daughter Shagufta also visited 

her father. 

 

The next day, Monday 21st of July 2014, I rang the Nursing Home to make enquiries regarding the banning order and 

see if I could visit my brother. I made several calls and I was asked to call back as the manger was busy. Eventually 

when I managed to get a hold of someone who could give me a straight answer, I was told that my brother was not 

at the Nursing Home but was taken to A&E the night before and he was currently at BRI. On hearing this I dropped 

everything and rushed to the Hospital. 

 

At the Hospital I found my brother in an agitated state but awake and conscious. I though it odd that his suitcase was 

beside his bed. When I started making enquiries regarding his admission, I was told that his brother had given him 

water at the Nursing Home and that as result of this he had developed pneumonia. I was also told that a Do Not 

Resuscitate (NDR) order had been signed. I was alarmed to learn this. At the time I was not clear what the 

significance of this was but no Order should have been signed without my awareness. I asked to speak to the Doctor 

in charge of Nazam's care. I eventually sat down with the Dr and told him that I acted as Nazam's Court of Protection 

appointed Receiver and that I had not authorised the DNR Order. The Dr, on learning of my concerns revoked the 

Order and asked me to bring in the Court Receivership Order, to ensure I was the most appropriate person they 

should be dealing with. Nazam was to be admitted onto a ward for recovery.  

 

When I visited Nazam in the evening I learnt he was to remain on an open ward. I was concerned at this as he clearly 

posed a safety risk to other patients given he had MRSA in his leg. When I told the ward nurses about this they were 

unaware of Nazam having MRSA, as the Nursing Home had not informed them at handover. Eventually Nazam was 

moved to a side bed on the open ward, eventually to be moved to a single room. The ward itself was then moved to 

a different floor as it was being redecorated. 

 

During this, Nazam's first stay in hospital, I contacted the Court of Protection, Public Guardians Office to report an 

attempt on my brother’s life. After several conversations I was advised to report the matter to the Police.  

 

On Monday, the 28th of July 2014, when I realised that my brother's condition was stable, I attended Javelin House 

Police station to report the various incidents to the Police. I was initially told this was not a Police matter and that 

they would not take my complaint. I then produced my Court of Protection Receivership Order to the reception staff 

Officer and told her that I had been instructed to report this matter to the Police by the Public Guardianship Office. I 
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was asked to wait in reception. I waited for a period of over two hours before I we seen by anyone. Eventually, two 

female Police Officers came and took me into a meeting room. I began to explain all that had transpired and they 

began to ask me pointless questions. I explained to the Officers that I was currently under Police Bail following my 

arrest on the 17th of December 2013, when Council Officers had arrested me from my home on allegations of fraud, 

with the assistance of the Police. The Officers responded by informing me that they were aware of the incident as 

they themselves had been involved in the raid on my home. That incident had resulted in my elderly mother, 

suffering from dementia, being aggressively manhandled. I did not feel these Officers where the appropriate people I 

should be reporting this incident to. They asked if they could take a copy of the Court Order and I obliged them. 

After questioning and my detailed recount of all the incidences that had thus far taken place, they eventually told 

me this was not a Police matter and that I needed to report this to the CQC.  

 

The fact that I wanted to report that the Nursing Home was attempting to murder my vulnerable bed-bound 

quadriplegic brother was not a Police matter was beyond belief. The Officers told me they had personally known of 

the Nursing Home and as far as they were concerned it was a reputable establishment. Several further attempts 

were made to terminate my brother life by the various authorities and on each occasion I sort to report this to the 

Police and on each occasion I was not taken seriously. My brother Nazam Hussain died on the 18th of September 

2014. I have made my allegation of murder directly to the Local Authority and raised my concerns to the Police 

Crime Commissioner. All to no avail. The Inquest to my brother’s death has not started and is being unduly 

influenced by the Local Authority, in their attempts at a cover-up. I strongly believe that the initial attempt to 

murder my brother on the 20th of July 2014 was staged to frame me for his death. Following this, further attempts 

were made to murder him as he was readmitted several times to the hospital, eventually to have his life terminated 

under highly suspicious circumstances. The last time I saw my brother alive was on his second admission to hospital 

on the 10th of August 2014, after his discharge back to the Nursing Home on the 8th of August 2014, in clear 

objection to the concerns raised by the family. On the 11th of August 2014, I was once again unanimously band from 

visit Nazam at BRI hospital given a safeguarding alert had been lodged against me. On the 12th of August 2014, 

Nazam was once again discharged back to the Nursing Home in clear objection of family members. At this stage it 

became clear to me that Nazam would be murdered soon enough and that I would somehow be implicated, so I 

decided to refrain from visiting him any further. When Nazam was discharged back to the Nursing Home for the 

second time, I instructed my brother to take mother regularly to visit Nazam, as I knew it was only a matter of time 

before they attempted to murder him again.  

 

On the 1st of September 2014, the Nursing Home was inspected by the CQC given I had in the meantime been 

liaising with them to raise my concerns for the welfare of my brother Nazam. On the 5th of September 2014, I grew 

increasingly concerned because of the reluctance of the CQC to uphold the issues I had raised. On 7th of September 

2014, the final attempted to murder Nazam was undertaken at the Nursing Home. Each attempt to murder Nazam 

had been strategically designed to maximise the advantage of the perpetrators, as it was always on a Sunday – 20th 

July 2014, 10th August 2014, 7th of September 2014, given that on Sundays there is a low turnout of staff at the 

Hospital. 

 

At the Hospital the scenario was much the same as had been at the Nursing Home; I was banned from visiting him 

without any clear explanation. Following Nazam's first admission to BRI on the 20th of July 2014, I had visited Nazam 

every single day, most times twice a day and I would ring up most morning to learn of Nazam's progress during the 

night. I clearly did not pose any threat to my brother but this was not the agenda which needed to be promoted. 

Following Nazam's final visit to the hospital I knew his life would soon be terminated there, as the Nursing Home 

would be reluctant to take him back once again, given all that had transpired.  

 

There was no other option available given the Local Authority would be unwilling to return Nazam into the care of 

me and my family, as this would ultimately undermine the Council’s criminal case against me. Nazam could not 

return to the Nursing Home where he had been a resident for the last 10 years, given that three clear separate 

attempts had been made on his life. Should it be decided that he should once again return to the Nursing Home, the 

family would once again look to object only for the process to repeat itself. Nazam could not be placed in an 

alternative Nursing Home without the consent of the family and to do so would have required the Local Authority to 

cooperate with me. Furthermore, at the time there was a district shortage of nurses and most nursing homes in our 

local area where reluctant to admit new patients. I know this as I had personally visited them all, given I thought at 

the time this may be an option. Subsequently in the intervening months several nursing homes did end up closed 

down.  
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Given that Nazam had once again survived the third attempt on his life on Sunday the 7th of September 2014, I knew 

the next critical date would be Sunday the 14th of September 2014. I made sure that both brother and mother 

regularly visited through the week but especially on Sundays. Nazam was once again in a critical way on Sunday the 

14th of September 2014, but managed to pull through. The hospital where deliberately creating an environment that 

would be conducive for Nazam to die of pneumonia but unbeknown to either Nursing Home, Hospital or the Local 

Authority was that Nazam had suffered with bouts of pneumonia for most of his life from childhood. He was as 

impervious to dying from pneumonia as is humanely possible.  

 

I regularly kept in contact with the Hospital and the Local Authority via email letters but they would fail to respond. I 

eventually managed to have a meeting with the Local Authority representative on the 18th of September 2014, 

where I pleaded with them to restore his sustenance, as my brother Nazam was a natural born survivor and would 

not die so easily as they anticipated. I was informally advised by the Council Officer that I should visit my brother 

given he was in a critical way and was unlikely to survive; and the ban on me visiting had now been lifted. The 

meeting ended at 4pm and the penny finally dropped that he was going to be murdered shortly and they needed me 

on the scene. I decided not to visit my brother Nazam in hospital as I sensed fowl-play and did not wish to be witness 

to his death and take part in the Local Authorities attempts to entrap me. At around 6pm I got a call from his son 

Wasim informing me that my brother had indeed died, and that I could come and visit him now. I told him that he 

had done an excellent job in helping facilitate his own father’s murder and that I had no intention of attending the 

hospital. He then text me to make enquiries regarding making funeral provisions. His son would eventually end up 

monopolising the funeral proceedings, under clear instructions from the Local Authority by looking to exclude me 

from performing the final rights at my brother’s funeral.  

 

This had all been a callas and calculated enterprise by several trusted public bodies, individuals and organisations to 

murder my vulnerable quadriplegic brother Nazam and attempt to frame me, which ultimately ended in complete 

failure. I am the last person who can be inculcated in my brother’s death, given I was banned from the Nursing Home 

on the 14th of July 2014, and I last saw my brother at the Nursing Home on the 16th of July 2014. I was equally 

banned from BRI on his final admission on the 7th of September 2014, but I last saw him alive on his second 

admission on the 10th of August 2014. 

 

I have subsequently attempted to gain clarity on all that has transpired in my brother Nazam's death only to be given 

a run-around by all parties concerned and for the matter to be whitewashed. The local authority CBMDC, have been 

instrumental in directing my brother Nazam's murder and had looked to frame me, so as to distract the matter from 

their week criminal fraud investigation against me, into a more serious case of murder. My brother Mr Nazam 

Hussain was murdered by CBMDC under a joint enterprise, include several prominent members of West Yorkshire 

Police.  

 

My complaint relates to the Officers which interviewed me and their senior managers who collude with them to 

facilitate the staging of this failed false flag event. They deliberately did not take my complaints seriously at the time 

of initially making them on the 28th of July 2014. I would like my complaint to be taken seriously now and 

investigated by an independent party as possible. 

  

On 8 Sep 2015, at 07:46, Martin Fleming <Martin.Fleming@bradford.gov.uk> wrote: 

 

Dear Mr Hussain, 

I have noted your formal objection to the inquest date.  Please note that Cate Booth is my senior coroner's 

Officer.  Since Mr Longstaff has conduct of the case I have referred your email to him for his consideration. 

 

Dalby, Chris <chris.dalby@westyorkshire.pnn.police.uk> Wed, Sep 9, 2015 at 2:08 PM  

To: "n4z4mhuss4in@gmail.com" <n4z4mhuss4in@gmail.com>  

 

Mr Hussain, 

 

I am aware that your email dated 7th September has been referred to Mr Longstaff for consideration.  In view of 

that fact, the Inquest date of 15th September 2015 has now been stood down and a new date will be set in due 

course. 
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Regards, 

 

Chris Dalby 

Coroner’s Officer (Bradford) 

 

Tel: 01274 475246 

Ext: 76246 

 

 

From: Nazam Hussain [mailto:n4z4mhuss4in@gmail.com]  

Sent: 15 September 2015 12:20 

To: Martin Fleming 

Subject: Re: Nazam Hussain Inquest [NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED] 

Dear HM Coroner - Mr Martin Fleming, 

 

In consideration of the fact that the Inquest date of the 15th September 2015 for Nazam has now been stood down, 

please can you look to contact me on my number 07976033815 so that I may discuss some of the concerns I have 

regarding my brother inquest. 

 

Regards Mr S.Hussain 

 

On 15 Sep 2015, at 12:49, Martin Fleming <Martin.Fleming@bradford.gov.uk> wrote: 

Dear Mr Hussain, 

I do understand that you have pressing concerns, but Mr Longstaff who is conducting the inquest will be best placed 

to address them. 

I'm sure that it will help Mr Longstaff if you forward those concerns in writing to Chris Dalby who will ensure that 

they are put before him for consideration.  

Regards. 

 

 

from: Nazam Hussain <n4z4mhuss4in@gmail.com>  

to: Martin Fleming <Martin.Fleming@bradford.gov.uk> 

cc: "Dalby, Chris" <chris.dalby@westyorkshire.pnn.police.uk>, 

"chiefcoronersoffice@judiciary.gsi.gov.uk" <chiefcoronersoffice@judiciary.gsi.gov.uk> 

date: Fri, Sep 18, 2015 at 2:20 AM 

subject: Vote of no confidence in Nazam Hussain's Inquest 

 

Date: 18 September 2015 

 

Dear HM Coroner - Martin Fleming, 

 

With all due respect, I don't care much to engage yet another one of your assistants as you look to compartmentalise 

proceedings and distance yourself from my brother's murder, in your attempts to whitewash the matter. On this, the 

anniversary of my brothers death, I now cast doubt over proceedings and contest your Office from holding my 

brothers Inquest, given it is abundantly clear to me that your Office is unduly and negatively influenced by CBMDC; 

and that any Inquest into my brother's death is now an affront to justice, as it can never be truly impartial, 

unprejudiced and independent.  

 

My brother Nazam has now died as a direct result of CBMDC's unlawful criminal investigation against me over 

allegations of historic wrongdoing, to cover up their former malfeasance and negligence. Clearly any Inquest into my 

brother's death must now take into consideration the Councils investigation against me personally, thus further 

complicating matters.  Therefore, I do not believe that your Office is equipped or has the resources necessary to 

throughly investigate proceedings and remain impartial and unprejudiced. I therefore request you escalate this 

matter to the Chief Corner's Office for deliberation to determine how best to proceed.  Given the points I have 

highlighted now and formally raised in the past; I will be looking to object to any Coroner's Office from holding my 

brother's Inquest, who may have a direct or indirect relationship with CBMDC.  
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I have previously advised that you deal with me in a direct, forthright, open and transparent manner. This has not 

happened or materialised and as a result of this, I no longer have any confidence in your Office's ability to carry out 

my brother Nazam's Inquest without prejudice.  The very fact that I have attempted to engage you - a public office 

holder- on several occasions and given that this has been clearly obfuscated on - as I have been redirected from one 

assistant to the next- adds gravitas to my beliefs. The only reasonable person who should have held my late 

brother's Inquest is yourself, as the highest office holder in the district and the most senior and responsible person, 

and not one of your part-time assistants; whom, I as a member of the public have no means to determine who they 

are or their credibility. 

 

Taking these factors into consideration, I now cast doubt over your abilities and lodge my vote of no confidence. 

 

Regards Mr S.Hussain 

 

P.s. I have taken the liberty to cc this email to the Chief Coroner Office myself. 

 

Martin Fleming <Martin.Fleming@bradford.gov.uk> Fri, Sep 18, 2015 at 8:44 AM 

To: Nazam Hussain <n4z4mhuss4in@gmail.com> 

Cc: "Dalby, Chris" <chris.dalby@westyorkshire.pnn.police.uk> 

 

Dr Mr Hussain, 

  

Firstly, please accept my sincerest sympathies at this very sad time for you and all the family. 

  

As previously indicated, Mr Longstaff is currently giving the matter consideration, and it is not appropriate for me to 

be interfering in his independent judicial decision making.  Your comments have been noted and will be passed on to 

Mr Longstaff. 

  

Regards. 

 


